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a b s t r a c t In this paper, we present a critical review of the current layout of alphabets on a mobile keypad and seek to improvise it for optimized text entry to facilitate user interaction with or without the use of predictive text input techniques. Currently, most mobile phones use multi-press as the preferred method of text entry though they also offer word-based disambiguation schemes. However, keypad layouts are not optimized for text entry using word based disambiguation schemes as several matches exist for the same numeric combination, some of which are frequently used words. This scheme effectively slows down text entry speeds, requiring more tapping for disambiguating matches. The proposed model seeks to reduce the number of matches for any possible numeric combinations, by optimization of keypad layout by repositioning alphabets on the keypad. For users not using dictionary, our model requires lesser tapping for commonly used alphabets and groups commonly used key combinations together such as in a computer keyboard. The proposed model was derived by simulation of the mobile phone keypad on a computer system and it uses cognitive agents to derive the most optimum keypad layout. Our model uses frequently used English words from a dictionary and attempts to minimize the number of matches for any given numeric key combinations, though the same could easily be duplicated for other languages. The model is expected to cause a signiﬁcant rise in the text input speeds of mobile phones and other embedded devices with limited text entry capabilities, leading to better usability and customer satisfaction. © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.



1. Introduction



2. Background



The telephone keypad, originally designed for the input of digits, is also being used to enter text, since the advent and popularity of short messaging service (SMS). There are approximately one billion text messages sent per day across the globe [1]. Since the size of wireless devices is decreasing each day, telephone keypads have become the medium of choice in sending messages. Several letters are assigned to each key, generally three letters per key in alphabetical order. While this layout is currently used, it is certainly not the most optimal solution. Our model seeks to improvise this layout by rearranging characters on the keypad, to obtain a near-optimal solution to textentry that is compatible with most existing methods of text entry proposed till date.



On a standard telephone keypad, a letter can be entered by pressing the key to which the letter is assigned, and then choosing which of the several letters is meant by some method. The most common method is known as multi-tap, where the intended letter is obtained by pressing the key multiple times, depending on which letter is intended. Multi-tap had several shortcomings including the fact that frequently used characters are not assigned the shortest keystroke sequence. Multi-tap subsequently evolved into Less-tap [2] in which lesser keystrokes were reserved for the most commonly occurring characters in the input language. Simkeys [3] attempts to extend this concept by utilizing ‘⁎’ and ‘#’ keys analogous to the Shift key. In the last few years, dictionary-based methods (DBMs) have been introduced to the market, and are now widespread. These methods work by matching an entered sequence of keystrokes to words in a dictionary. Their purpose is to increase text entry speed by reducing the number of keystrokes required to enter each letter. Variants of this method include T9 by Tegic Communications, iTAP™ by Motorola, Inc., and eZiText™ by Zi Corporation. Since T9 is the most commonly used DBM, evaluation has been done using the same. Yet another approach is preﬁx-based disambiguation, incorporated in systems such as Letterwise [4]. The above methods use the
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4.1. Optimization for dictionary users



Fig. 1. Keypad Layouts.



same core components, and the standard alphabet layout. These systems would remain compatible with a change in layout without any actual change in hardware. Other systems include The Numpad Typer (TNT) [10] which has a two-keystroke input sequence for each character, and TiltText [11], which uses orientation of the phone to disambiguate choices. Since the latter two methods require a different hardware and layout, we cease their discussion beyond this point. 3. Proposed layout The suggested layout addresses the following two problems in the text entry systems currently in vogue. 1. Optimal layout of the keypad is not kept in mind, instead an alphabetic layout is used, which impacts performance and slows down the typing speed of users. 2. In the DBMs used, emphasis has been given on working with the existing layout, instead of changing or optimizing it, therefore, same key combinations correspond to several commonly used words, requiring user intervention for disambiguation. 3. Alphabets that are commonly used together in words are not grouped together, as is done on a computer keyboard. This violates an important design principle, which requires the user ﬁnger movement to be kept to a minimum while typing. The ﬁnal layout is as shown in Fig. 1. The proposed layout has the following features. 1. For dictionary users, the keypad layout has been altered to allow minimum ambiguity for any typed key combination. 2. For multi-tap users, the model requires fewer keystrokes for the most commonly used alphabets in the English language. 3. Commonly used letters are grouped on nearby digits on the keypad, unless they occur on the same digit itself. The model is speciﬁcally optimized for English language, but the model used can easily be replicated in any other language and used to generate optimized keypad layouts for other languages. It is to be noted that the model is not limited to English or Latin-based languages, but English has just been used as a test case for implementation and evaluation of the model. 4. Design The keypad layout design, as per the features mentioned in the previous section, was made in three steps, which are given in detail below.



The popularity of dictionaries-based word disambiguation schemes is increasing day by day. A survey by Döring in 2002 noted that nearly 30% of mobile users use dictionary-based schemes, while a survey by Howard Gutowitz for Eatoni Ergonomics, Inc. [5] found a 47% penetration of DBMs among Finns. Since it is a well known fact that Finns lead the world in mobile phone usage, the current Finnish trend is expected to be replicated in the world of tomorrow. Dictionaries are, therefore to be assigned great importance in textinput schemes. For dictionary users, it is important that minimum number of words correspond to a certain key combination in a mobile keypad. The goal of this step was to obtain a keypad layout that was most suitable to typing with a dictionary. The following goals were set at the beginning of this step: 1. Of the 2000 most common words in English language, it must be ensured that no more than two words correspond to the same key combination. 2. It was assumed that an average user of English language would use at most 5000 English words in common usage. 3. The frequency of words in common usage was taken as an indicator of importance; less important words could correspond to the same key combination at the expense of keeping more important words unambiguously type-able. Such ﬂagging of words as important will hereby be referred to as priority. 4. No changes would be made to the 1-key, currently used for punctuation, the 0-key, used for space and the ⁎ and # keys, whose assignments were kept intact. 5. A minimum of 3 and a maximum of 5 alphabets could be combined on a single key. This limited the options to six 3-alphabet keys and two 4-alphabet keys, as is the case in generic keypads, or seven 3alphabet keys and one 5-alphabet key. 6. The ﬁnal key combination should not contain alphabets together, which are rarely used in English, such as “jqz”, which would imply a key would remain unused most of the time, and must guarantee that the most used key must not be used more than one-sixth of the time, and the least used key not less than one-tenth of the time. There are a total of more than a million combinations of alphabets which are possible. It is evident that testing for all combinations as per the conditions given is a mammoth task. The task was simpliﬁed by the assumptions given below 1. Only 5000 most commonly used words in the English language were used in the simulations used to reach the best possible sequence. 2. Words with length more than 7 characters were not included in the dictionary used, since it was assumed that the probability of two



Table 1 Layout after Step 1 NUMERIC KEY



ALPHABETS



2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Beg Dam Qjnw Cpr Zfox Uks Thv Ily
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4.3. Further optimizations



Table 2 Alphabets and their probabilities ALPHABET



PROBABILITY (IN PERCENT)



E T A, I, N, O, S H R D L U C, M F W, Y G, P B V K, Q J X Z



3



11.278 8.459 7.519 6.015 5.827 4.135 3.759 3.195 2.820 2.350 1.880 1.598 1.504 1.128 0.752 0.470 0.376 0.188



such words of such length corresponding to the same numeric key combination was assumed to be negligible. The optimum sequence obtained after all these constraints were satisﬁed was tested with word sequences from the Brown Corpus [6], with frequency of words, an indicator of priority. The ﬁnal result of this stage is published in Table 1. This layout was rated approximately seven times better than the existing layout by the program used.



At this stage, the key groups and the key order in each group had been ﬁnalized. The remaining step was to changing the keypad layout for optimum performance as per the following criteria 1. Ease of use: Most mobile phone users use mobile phones with the thumb of the right hand. While two ﬁnger typing is not unknown, a very small section of people actually use this method, as it requires both hands free for this method. In this model, we assume that users use only the right hand thumb for typing. The keys must be arranged so that commonly used key combinations must be placed near each other. 2. Learn-ability: For a keypad to be accepted, it must be learnable to novice users. It is always hard to accept new model but change in key combinations must reﬂect locations wherein users will search for them, as far as possible. For the ﬁrst case, a weighted mean was found out of the number of cases of letters of one group occurring near the letters of another group. As an example, it was noted that the probability of occurrence of “thv” and “egb” as adjacent letters in any English word had a very high probability. These combinations needed to be grouped near each other. For the second case, it was important that vowels and commonly used alphabets retain their numeric positions. This was, in several cases, contradictory to the requirements of the ﬁrst case. In such cases, an optimum solution needed to be found. In the ﬁnal layout, for example, A, E, I and S retain their original positions, while nearly 60% of the alphabets are displaced by at most one position in the ﬁnal layout. The ﬁnal layout is shown in Fig. 2. The dotted line shown in the ﬁgure traces the movement of the right thumb for the case “thv”-“egb” mentioned above. It can be argued that the best case movement of the thumb involves movement between equidistant points on the keypad from a central pivot.



4.2. Optimization for multi-tap users 5. Implementation details The design goal of multi-tap optimizations was to reduce the number of taps used for commonly used alphabets. In Morse code, the same principle was used to assign small sequences for commonly used alphabets in English language. For example, Samuel Morse (1791–1872) assigned “.”, the shortest Morse code sequence to E, the most commonly used alphabet in English language. Given in Table 2 are a list of English alphabets and their relative probabilities. In the keypad layout currently in use, no use of the above table has been made. In practice, this implies that nearly 11% of the time (the probability of letter E), a user has to tap twice on the keypad, while an optimum solution would be assign these most common alphabets to single tap wherever possible. The solution was to reorder the alphabets in each group (deﬁned as letters on a single numeric key) in descending order of probability of usage. The ﬁnal table that was obtained is shown in Table 3.



The mobile keypad was simulated in software. The keypad layout was kept variable. All words and probabilities were exclusively taken from the Brown Corpus. Alphabet probabilities (in usage) were taken from the Online Oxford reference [7]. The basic software model is given in the algorithm below. 1. Words and their probabilities are read from a dictionary and a table is created for the same. 2. The keypad layout was fed into the program, which analysed the layout and created a word combination hash tree, for efﬁcient program execution. Speed of executions was given priority over space complexity.



Table 3 Layout after Step 2 NUMERIC KEY



ALPHABETS



2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Ebg Adm Nwjq rcp ofxz suk thv ily



Fig. 2. Final layout obtained.
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Table 4 Layout vs valtree values



Table 6 Keystrokes per Letter



LAYOUT



VALTREE



adm egb thv ofx nwjq rpcz suk ily adm egb thj ovf nwx rpcz suk iylq adw ecb ihj olf nmv rpgz suk tyxq acb edfq ipg omjz rhk nyv slw tux abc def ghi jkl mno pqrs tuv wxyz



45821 50757 88500 245218 339122



INPUT METHOD



KEYSTROKES / LETTER Original Layout



Proposed Layout



Multi-tap Dictionary



2.206 1.057



1.461 1.009



were taken into account. Due to this constraint, the probability of a better layout derived from an exhaustive search, albeit small, is not zero. 6. Evaluation 3. Cognitive agents were used to study the hash trees so formed, assign them a score according to the criteria deﬁned in step 1 of the design document and suggest changes to be made to the layout which might result in further improvements. Such improvements were set as child nodes of this tree. The improvements tree was in turn a tree of different hash trees 4. A depth ﬁrst search of the improvements tree was initiated and changes were made to the layout at each level. The number of possible options to be tried out was limited by the efﬁcacy of the cognitive agents used. 5. Each node in the improvements tree was assigned a value by the formula given below: For any key combination x, we deﬁne the following: i. num(x), the number of words in the dictionary having the key combination x. ii. priori(x), the sum of probabilities of occurrence of the above mentioned words. iii. len(x), the number of keys in x iv. val(x), deﬁned by –  valðxÞ =



lenðxÞ×prioriðxÞ; 0 ;



Testing of the ﬁnal layout was done in three ways. • Theoretical Evaluation • Computer Simulations • User Interaction Testing. 6.1. Theoretical Evaluation Theoretical evaluation consisted of ﬁnding out the valtree value for each layout. Since valtree is an indicator of dictionary-based input disambiguation, a smaller valtree would result in a better tree. In Table 4, the authors present a couple of random examples with their valtree values. In Table 4, the ﬁrst value is the suggested optimum layout, while the original keypad layout easily performs among the last with a valtree rating seven times the ﬁnal result. The second test presented here assumed the following three hypotheses, referred to as the perfect typist hypothesis, the no ambiguity hypothesis and the perfect dictionary hypothesis. 1. There was no typing, spelling, or other error requiring time and effort to correct. 2. All words entered were unambiguous. 3. All words typed were included in the dictionary.



if numðxÞz2 : otherwise



Value of the entire tree is deﬁned as valtree = ∑ val(x) 8 x in tree. 6. Around 300 ﬁnal sets of the result of this tree with the least values of valtree were taken into consideration as inputs to the next stage of operation. 7. In step 2, the usage of each letter was normalized and letters were placed in order in each group. 8. Only one of the 320 options taken above could make through to the next stage. The choice was made based on the probabilities of usage of each group. The layout with the minimum standard deviation from the mean for probability sets was taken as the “winner”. 9. In step 3, a two-dimensional table was created for relative probabilities of occurrence of alphabets as adjacent letters in English words. This table was studied manually in detail, and combined with the learn-ability model required, the keypad layout was ﬁnalized. It is to be noted that since cognitive agents were used in the initial analysis, it is evident that only a small section of the possible layouts



Table 5 Theoretical expected typing speeds INPUT METHOD



TYPING SPEED Original Layout



Proposed Layout



Multi-tap Dictionary



24-29 41-44



35-37 46-51



Under these hypothesis Fitts' law [9], combined with a linguistic probability model predicts that the scheme mentioned in the paper will be faster than any other typing scheme for mobile keypads. The results are given in Table 5. All results are assumed to be from righthand thumb typing only. 6.2. Computer Simulations Computation simulations were run with random messages generated by placing words in weighted order of priorities, and inclusive of text of several books from Project Gutenberg [8], random e-mail messages posted in newsgroups. Words not in dictionary were ignored by the computer and keystrokes per letter were calculated. The results of this are given in Table 6. 6.3. User Interaction Testing Preliminary user interaction and acceptability tests were made. Six subjects were chosen for the tests, all of them aged between 18 and 21 years. All of them have had previous experience with mobile phones. Four of the above subjects use DBMs while the remaining 2 have a working knowledge of DBMs but do not use them. The testing was done on the numeric keypad of an IBM-compatible keyboard. All subjects were required to use only the thumb of their right hand for text entry. The user interface program that did the testing was designed in Visual Basic™ 6.0 to run on Microsoft Windows® operating systems. A detailed report of the test results is given in Appendix A. The results underscore the signiﬁcance of the learning curve required to use the layout initially, but in the absence of studies indicating the
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Original Layout



Proposed Layout



MT



DI



MT



DI



12.6 11.6 11.9 15.2 12.3 13.0



18.8 19.1 17.4 20.2 14.5 17.6



14.9 16.3 15.8 17.0 16.6 13.9



19.5 20.2 19.1 19.4 15.8 18.7



Note: MT refers to multi-tap while DI refers to dictionary based method.



learning curve required for usage of existing layouts, no comparison of learning curves has been made possible. 7. Discussion Recently MacKenzie et al suggested that learning is divided into three phases [4]. In the Discovery phase, which lasts for a few hundred keystrokes, the speed of entry is dominated by user's familiarity with convention. This refers to the layout used in the keypad design. In our case, the Discovery phase was found to take as much as 2 weeks of testing (around 1500 keystrokes). Thus the system has questionable learn-ability. In the motor-reﬂex acquisition phase (which lasts for thousands of keystrokes) speed of input increases logarithmically. It can be seen that in this phase, mobile-literate users perform better than new users. The terminal phase, the Fitt's Law phase, pertains to advanced stage of learning. While this is only asymptotic to reality, it is an important approximation made by theoretical models. Here, the keypad geometry and frequency with which pairs of keys are operated in succession determine the overall entry speed. It is here that our keypad layout is expected to be the clear winner in terms of text entry speed. Use of alphabetically constrained layout ordering, while easier to learn, effectively sets a lower upper bound on the maximum typing speed available. Despite the fact that the now-standard QWERTY layout might actually be difﬁcult for any novice user to get used to, it signiﬁcantly increases the maximum typing speed possible. A keyboard layout of the form ABCDEF would, in effect, be easier for any novice user to ﬁnd keys in, but it would be overkill in the long run, slowing down typing speeds signiﬁcantly. 8. Further advancements Since the suggested keypad layout provides optimal text-entry system, its acceptability in text entry for mobile phones is without question. The only drawback is the steep learning curve required by a novice user to use the mobile phone. The keypad layout suggested is analogous to the QWERTY keyboard layout of IBM-compatible English keyboards or the AZERTY layouts of East European keyboard. The proposed layout faces similar problems of acceptability. Studies show that most mobile phone users start with multi-tap, get accustomed to it, and then switch to DBMs because they increase the typing speed signiﬁcantly. The proposed layout might be difﬁcult to learn, but by constant usage, the user becomes an expert in text input, and subsequently typing speeds rise. The proposed model also assumes Latin-based languages alone will be used, since the model used supports only Latin-based languages in which there are no conjuncts. The proposed algorithm has minimal support for any Indian language or languages such as Chinese or Japanese whose T9® representation is different from standard T9® dictionary-based model. Using the ideas in the



5



algorithm proposed, we can create a new system for text-input in Indian languages. As of the time of writing this paper, work had already started on design of a dictionary model for Hindi language on Devanagri script and Hindi input using iTrans. A new concept would be detachable keypads. In this concept, the keypad is changeable and is a pluggable entity. Consider the following two scenarios: 1) The user removes the “abc def…” keypad and inserts his “adm egb…” keypad for English text. On a visit to Russia, he trades his English keypad for a Russian keypad which is optimized for Russian text entry. Language, script and dictionary tools would be included within the keypad itself. 2) An Indian mobile phone user goes abroad and buys the new Brand XXX's new smartphone with PDA-like features. He returns to India and changes his mobile keypad to one of the numerous English/ Hindi keypads available in India. 9. Conclusion The popularity of these keypads may well depend on the popularity of mobile phones. It is clear that mobile phones are expected to grow in numbers and features, with several nonvoice features like cameras, word processors and database management systems. On the other hand, computers are decreasing in size, with laptops, notebooks, palmtops and whatever comes next. The ﬁnal hybrid solution will be neither a phone nor a computer, as we know them today, but a multipurpose embedded device with a small display and smaller keypads. In such a scenario comes in the mobile keypads of today, optimized to the fullest with the proposed layout scheme, to service the text input needs of these phones before voice recognition becomes efﬁcient enough to take over.



Acknowledgements The authors would like to acknowledge the Project Gutenberg Literary Archive Foundation, Carnegie-Mellon University for the collection of books, the Brown Corpus and Oxford Online Reference for linguistic data. The authors are also grateful to their friends and classmates at the institute, who devoted their time for evaluation of the results. Appendix A. Test results In the test results in Table 7, users 1-4 were regular users of DBMs and users 5 and 6 were multi-tap users. All results were after 6 hours of practice. The values given are in average words per minute. Fig. 3 shows the time spent on learning versus the average improvement in typing speed observed.



Fig. 3. The learning curve.
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Appendix B. Program segments



Table 8 Extended layout NUMERIC KEY



SYMBOLS ASSIGNED



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ⁎ #



.,'?!q1-()@/:_ adm2æàáäâãå egb3èëêß ily4ìíîïýÿ thv5$€£¥ rcp6çÞ suk7ùúûü ofxz8ðòóôõö nwjq9ñ Space 0 Symbols Mode



Appendix C. Final layout The ﬁnal layout is given in Fig. 2. An explanation of the keystrokes is given here. On most current mobile keypads, accent marks are also supported. The proposed model also supports accent marks for European Latinbased languages such as French, German and Dutch. A table of keypad entries is given below, with accents and special symbols. The accents and special symbols are not a part of this paper but constitute additional non-binding features. The entire set of keypad entries is given in Table 8. Most accent marks in common European languages are supported as also several special symbols such as $, £, ¥ and €. References [1] S. Buckingham, An introduction to the short message service, Mobile Lifestreams Limited (2000). [2] A. Pavlovych, W. Stuerzlinger, Less-tap: a fast and easy-to-learn text input technique for phones, Proc. Graphics Interface, 2003. [3] R.W.K. Ha, P. Ho, X.S. Shen, SIMKEYS: an efﬁcient approach in text entry for mobile communications, IEEE CCNC (2004) 687–689. [4] I.S. MacKenzie, H. Kober, D. Smith, T. Jones, and E. Skepner, “LetterWise: Preﬁxbased. [5] Howard Gutowitz, Barriers to adoption of dictionary-based text-entry methods: a ﬁeld study, Eatoni Ergonomics (Inc.) Research Papers, New York, New York, 2003, pp. 1–8. [6] Brown Corpus, Brown University (1979). [7] AskOxford.com homepage, http://www.askoxford.com/. [8] Books from Project Gutenberg Literary Archive Foundation, Carnegie-Mellon University, available online at http://www.gutenberg.net/. [9] P.M. Fitts, The information capacity of the human motor system in controlling the amplitude of movement, Journal of Experimental Psychology 47 (1954) 381–391. [10] M. Ingmarsson, D. Dinka, S. Zhai, TNT — a numeric keypad based text input method, Proc. CHI, ACM Press, 2004, pp. 639–646. [11] D. Wigdor, R. Balakrishnan, Tilt text: using tile for text input to mobile phones, Proc. UIST 2003, ACM Press, 2003, pp. 81–90.
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